




GIANCARLO PERBELLINI
GIANCARLO PERBELLINI IS AN ITALIAN COOK, 
AND IS THE OWNER OF THE TWO MICHELIN STARS 
RESTAURANT “CASA PERBELLINI” IN VERONA.
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Born in 1964 in Bovolone, a quiet town located in the Verona valley, his roots lie in the 

great Italian rural tradition.

His first steps were taken at the restaurant “Marconi” and “12 Apostoli” in Verona, 

to then take off at “San Domenico” in Imola. The elegant and refined atmosphere at 

Gianluigi Morini’s grande maison and the French inspiration of Nino Bergese’s cuisine 

led him to important restaurants outside Italy, placing refinement alongside tradition. 

From Taillevent to Ambroisie, as well as Terrasse in Juan Les Pins and Chateau 

d’Esclimont, thanks to his experience at these temples of cuisine, he created a 

foundation within haute cuisine. 

In 1989, he opened an eponymous restaurant in Isola Rizza, where he was able 

to temper the taste of tradition with innovation.
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In 1996, Giancarlo Perbellini earned his first Michelin star and 

in 1998 he was named Emerging Chef by the Espresso guide. 

His second star was awarded in 2002, to which were added 

three forks from the Gambero Rosso guide in 2005. 

He has been President of the Italian Commission of the 

prestigious competition for chefs, the “Bocuse d’Or”, since 2010.

He disseminated his knowledge at 4 other restaurants, and, along with other partners, 

endorsed the opening of the gourmet pizzeria “Du de Cope”, “Locanda Quattro Cuochi”,

the restaurant “Al Capitan della Cittadella”, “Tapasotto” and “Dolce Locanda”. 

During the same years, he exported Italian culinary excellence abroad, 

curating the opening of the restaurant Rana in New York in November 2012.
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Then, in March 2014, he endorsed “Locanda” for the Indian group Dining Concepts, 

which opened in Hong Kong in the centrally-located Ocean Center in Kowloon.

In December 2014, Giancarlo Perbellini opened the concept restaurant “Casa 

Perbellini”. It is his latest source of pride, located in the heart of the San Zeno 

neighborhood, where the kitchen and the dining room blend together in the 

perfect balance of flavors and sensations. 

In mid- 2015, Perbellini collects a new challenge and took over the gourmet 

restaurant Dopolavoro Dining Room, in the wonderful resort by JW Marriott Rose 

Island, into the Venice Lagoon.

The partnership with Dopolavoro Dining Room and La Locanda Italian Cuisine Hong 

Kong ended in 2018.

In 2018 Giancarlo Perbellini opened “Locanda Perbellini” in Milan, a new business 

adventure. Only few months after the opening, the restaurant has been awarded 

One Hat by the Espresso Guide and won the prize “Eataly – Best Trattoria Pop” 

assigned by “I Cento di Milano” Guide. In the same year chef Perbellini endorsed 

“La Pergola by Perbellini”, an historical italian restaurant located within the starred 

resort Gulf Hotel in Manama, Capital City of Bahrain. The restaurant has been awar-

ded “Favourite Fine-Dining Italian Restaurant” by Fact Dining Awards.
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MAIN AWARDS

In 1992 he was awarded the “Chef Europeen du Poisson”. 

In 1996, the director of the Michelin Guide visited “Perbellini” in Isola Rizza. 

“I enjoyed myself”, he said to Giancarlo, “see you again in ten years”. 

The chef was awarded his first Michelin star.

In 2015 Casa Perbellini received first Three Hats, the score 18/20 

and the award as New Proposal of the Year by the Espresso Guide. 

A month later, Touring Club Italiano ranks the restaurant in the Olimpo 

della Ristorazione (its top award) and give it the recognition 

for the best Pasta of the Year. 

Finally, in December, it comes the crowning of the Michelin Guide 2016, 

which assigns, from scratch, Two Stars to Casa Perbellini and One Star 

to Dopolavoro. An unprecedented achievement in Italy. 

In 2016, Casa Perbellini received Four Hats by the Espresso 

Restaurant Guide 2017.

In 2019 Giancarlo Perbellini received the “World Pastry Star”, among 

the highest awards in pastry field.





CASA PERBELLINI
IS AN EXTRAORDINARY CHALLENGE, A SHOW THAT 
THE MULTIPLE-STARRED CHEF GIANCARLO PERBELLINI 
GREATLY WANTED TO STAGE WITH HIS NEW RESTAURANT 
IN THE HEART OF THE OLDEST AND MOST CHARACTERISTIC 
PART OF VERONA, IN THE SAN ZENO NEIGHBORHOOD. 
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Casa Perbellini is a little bit a home and a little bit a restaurant, but most of all 

it’s a place where the cook takes his place at his natural stage: the kitchen. 

Barriers vanish and the chef and his work remain at the center in a spectacular 

open kitchen where guests can admire the art of haute cuisine, from the raw 

materials to plating the dishes. 
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This is all performed in an intimate, almost domestic, atmosphere, 

with a small number of tables seating and a unique relationship 

between the cook and the public. 

In the summer, the must-see glimpse of one of the most historical 

piazzas in Verona frames the al fresco tables.
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An open kitchen, a wide-ranging and well-thought-out wine list, traditional 

dishes with menus based on the seasons, but reconsidered with a modern 

outlook and which encompass all the regions in Italy; decor is simple 

but elegant. These are the qualities of the restaurant that is a short walk 

from Verona’s Arena.

LOCANDA 4 CUOCHI

In a warm and welcoming ambiance in the heart of Verona, this 

restaurant offers only seafood cuisine in various forms, from 

crudité to more elaborate dishes, depending on market availability. 

A wide selection of wines and desserts completes the menu.

AL CAPITAN DELLA CITTADELLA
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This is Giancarlo Perbellini’s return to his origins, to his family’s traditional 

pastry-making. Dolce Locanda is a pastry shop with an open workshop, 

where treats of all kinds are produced every day. Leavened breads and 

desserts reign and his famous Offella, “il Bovolone”, is the specialty.

DOLCE LOCANDA

“A gourmet break for small pleasures” is how this place can be defined. 

With an innovative format, it offers platters of charcuterie, cheese 

and small signature “tapas”, that can be accompanied by a drink or, 

by mixing and matching samples, can make up a true meal. 

An excellent wine list is also available.

TAPASOTTO
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A gourmet pizzeria that offers a wide range of select pizzas, made

with the best DOP and DOC products and raw materials. But there’s 

more: other options include salads or hot dishes, all accompanied 

by select wines and craft beers.

DU DE COPE

A modern Arabic restaurant in the heart of Manama, the capital of Bahrain 

in the Middle East, which inherit the legacy of the oldest Italian restaurant 

in the Country. The public is diverse and cosmopolitan and the menu is 

seasonal, based on quality raw materials and traditional Italian recipes 

revisited in respect of the local culture

LA PERGOLA_BAHRAIN
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An elegant bistro located in the center of Milan. The restaurant was 

created to spread a new interpretation of Italian cuisine. Enchanting 

interiors with copper, slate and wengè wood details, designed for a 

transversal clientele, attentive to seasonal cuisine and passionate 

about regional dishes.

LOCANDA PERBELLINI
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